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Faculty Approve Course
Evaluation Changes
BY CALEB DULIS

Staff Writer
On Friday afternoon of last week,
after 90 minutes of discussion and debate,
the faculty of the George Washington Law
School approved changes to the school's
course evaluation forms, the completing a
year-long effort by students and members
of the faculty to improve the way students
evaluate courses and professors. The
faculty meeting followed the Student Bar
Association's unanimous endorsement of
the new form at its October 28th Senate
meeting. Students will begin using the
new form in the spring.
Professor Paul Butler headed the
combined student-faculty committee
that assessed the old form and produced
the new one. Student members of the
committee, representing the § B.A., were
Eric Malis, Navah Spero, and Treyer
Mason-Gale. Along with Professor But
ler, faculty members on the committee
were Professors Dawn Nunziato, Todd
Peterson, Roger Trangsrud, and Sarah
Lawsky. According to Professor Butler,
the changes marked the first significant
alterations to GW Law's course evalu
ation form since the 1980's. Malis, the
S.B.A. senator who heads the Academic
Policy Committee, said, "The S.B.A. is

appreciative of how much effort both
students and faculty put into this project
and are excited for the improved form to
be instituted this spring."
According to Malis, the effort be
gan last year with a survey of the entire
student body, assessing the effectiveness
of the current forms. The information
gleaned from the survey revealed that stu
dents generally found the surveys useful
but that many had difficulty distinguish
ing the ratings of professors on the current
5-point scale because there were generally
a high concentration of ratings between 3
and 5. Students also felt that questions on
the evaluations would be more informa
tive if made more specific.
The new form replaces the old
5-point scale with one of 7 points that
will give greater precision to the ratings.
Additionally, the comments section will
contain questions of greater specificity
and will be split into two sections, one
directed toward professors and one toward
students. This reflects the understanding
that course evaluations serve a twofold
purpose; they enable students to acquire
information from their peers about pro
fessors and courses, while also enabling

BY HEATHER BENTON
faculty members to access more direct
Staff Writer
feedback on their teaching methods. Both
sections will be available to students and
It's official. The time has come
professors. Evaluations will be accessible
around
again. 1Ls have now been granted
online for five years, under the under
the
privilege
of visiting the CDO to dis
standing that the most recent evaluations
cuss
their
quest
for a summer job. But is
will be the most pertinent.
it
really
worth
it?
Are there any jobs to be
According to Professor Butler, the
had?
Unfortunately,
emails to the CDO
new form reflects a recent "explosion of
went
unanswered,
but
luckily, the SBA
social science research" and "incorporates
resurrected
the
position
of CDO Liaison
the most persuasive new ideas about best
and
not
a
minute
too
soon.
2L Nicole
practices." Butler said that, in addition to
Best,
the
new
CDO
Liaison
says
that this
the student survey, the changes draw on
position
seeks
to
provide
the
CDO
with
evaluation forms from other law schools
the
"student
perspective"
and
to
foster
and input from the faculty and "all the law
school stakeholders, including the dean communication between the CDO and
of students' office, the records office, the the student body.
The CDO has struggled in the last
computer and information system folks,
year
to
keep the interest of students.
and faculty experts on data collection and
Amidst
rumors
of recruiters not com
surveys."
ing
to
GW,
they
have also suffered from
Butler added, "The form that now
over
communication
according to Best,
has been endorsed by both the faculty and
and
she
is
seeking
a
way to streamline
the S.B.A. executive board will provide

professors with better feedback on their
teaching and students with better informa
tion to select professors and courses. We

are one of the strongest teaching faculties
of any law school, and this new form
should help make us even stronger."

ft Ai6e"
Dating Another Law
Student

communication between the CDO and
iiudents to better meet students needs
and interests. In addition, by continuing

to promote recruitment in the same way
they have over the past several years, it
seems that they didn't latch on to the fact
that the economy is in such a bad state as
it is. So last year's 1Ls were left wonder
ing what was going on and felt as if they
had been slighted or misled in some way
about the job prospects.

See CDO on Page 4

BY KATIE EARNEST

Editor-in-Chief
The big joke about law school is that
it's really high school with more expensive
textbooks. Walk through the doors of any
law school in the country and you'll find
a small, insulated community that thrives
on competition and excellence. And like
any high-pressure environment, people
become close - very close. After all, you
spend three years of your life in the law
school, so chances are you will encounter
romantic possibilities and entanglements,
maybe even find true love among the
library stacks.
Some who have never had the, er,
pleasure of getting to know their fellow
classmates on an intimate level -whether
purposely or not - may ask what the big
deal is. We're all adults, why should dating
another law student be a big deal.
Cue everyone else - yeah, right.
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Many of the students interviewed
for this article did not want their names
to be used for this article. Understandable,
as one 3L student put it: "The biggest
drawback to dating someone in law school
is that it is a fishbowl. Everyone knows
everything about your relationship and if
you possibly break up in law school it is
extremely detrimental to friend dynamics
within the group. People inevitably choose
sides and there is unneeded drama that
comes after the breakup since you have
to see the person at all the law school
functions." Having you and your cur
rent/former partner's name in print does
not help that situation.
Megan Mueller, a 3L who dated
another law student for about ten months,
agreed that the public nature of law school

Pie-eating contestants at the Halloween Festival. Winner: Bill McGonigle
(second from the left)
Photos courtesy of Rebecca Bianchi
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One Year In and Voters
Have Had Enough

JBA
CORNER

BY RYAN BOWEN
BY TREYER M ASON-GALE

Opinions Editor

SBA Vice President of Student Affairs
You've already heard from Liz
Westbrook about the workings of the
Senate, from Theresa Bowman about
coordinating a sense of community
among first year students and incorpo
rating them into our
community, and from
Caroline Pham about
bringing the outside
world into the law
school through alumni
relations and commu
nity service. Still, I'd
bet that most students
think of the SBA as
the party planners, put
ting on bar reviews,
the Halloween party,
Barrister's Ball, and the annual ski trip.
(Thanks in all parts to Phil and the rest
of the Programming Committee who
coordinate such great events). How
ever, I think what largely goes unnoticed
is the overall goal of the SBA: creating
a better law school, and life-experience
for our fellow students.
It's easy to interpret the various
parties that the SBA throws as some
thing to do on your Thursday night,
but the real reason the SBA hosts social
events is to create a bond among the
students. Life is a little easier when

you have someone who knows what
you're going through. Knowing that
not all bonds are forged over a beer,
the SBA Minority Affairs Committee
coordinates networking events like the
Minority Students'
Reception while the
Charter Committee
gets new student or
ganizations up and
running, like the
newly independent
Student Hurricane
Network. All in
the attempt to help
you make connec
tions and to have law
school be more than
showing up to class. You can get a JD
or LLM almost anywhere, but not all
schools help you along the way.
In fact, a lot of what the SBA
does is coordinate services that make
your daily law school life more enjoy
able (and as easy going as law school
can be). The Student Services Com
mittee makes sure that snacks are put
out in the hard lounge before finals to
keep you going strong and coordinates
sales for business cards, lockers, and
used books for your convenience.

Sec SBA on Page 5

Tuesday's gubernatorial elections
in Virginia and New Jersey, as well
as the special election in New York's
23d district were probably the most
scrutinized off-year elections in recent
history. Though the origins of this con
cept are unknown to me, the elections
were held out by the media and pundits
everywhere long before the votes were
cast as a referendum on Obama and,
more generally, the liberal agenda that
Congress has been working on for the
last year. Did the scores of independents
who elected the President into office
approve of what he had done so far, or
were they taken aback by the extremely
leftist policies he supports? Even if
they didn't approve of the President or
Congressional Democrats, would they
feel that much better about a Republican
party torn between moderates who are
trying to expand the base and the likes of
Glenn Beck and Sarah Palin who are try
ing to increasingly polarize those on the
right with their overblown demagoguery? The results of these three elections
provided some interesting insight on the
political pulse of the country, but what it
all means is still open to debate.
Virginia is perhaps the ideal test
case for gauging the country's reac
tion to the Obama presidency. The

Commonwealth has been traditionally
regarded as a swing state, but before
Obama, no Democrat had won it in
over 20 years. Nevertheless, the Blue
result last November was supposed to
be a sign of things to come: Virginia
was shedding its conservative roots and
embracing more progressive attitudes;
and if Virginia was coming around, then
surely the nation as a whole must be as
well. Bob McDonnell's thumping of
Creigh Deeds, as well as a Republican
sweep of the other major state offices,
however, quickly laid this theory to rest.
The Administration was quick to dis
claim such results as based upon local
issues and not indicative of the state's
attitude towards the federal government
(although how would they have reacted
if Deeds had won?), but this is facetious
at best. If the president really thought
local issues would be the decisive fac-

See Reality on Page 7
Nota Bene inv ites readers' opin
ions. Letters must bte signed, dated, and
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accepted at notabene@law.gwu.edu.
Nota Bene reserves the right to
edit all submissions for space, gram
mar, clarity, and vulgarity
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Enough with Partisan
Politics
BY LIZ SAXE

Last Wednesday, when my thoughts for President Obama's agenda and the
should have been directed toward what prospects of health care reform and the
would turn out to be the final game of outcome of the war in Afghanistan and
the World Series, I was distracted by a more. Those on the right are seizing
surge of analysis about the off-off-year on Republican victories in Virginia and
elections. Now, in all fairness, being New Jersey to predict the demise of
neither a Yankees nor a Phillies fan, I Obama and his agenda. Those on the
wasn't as captivated by the World Series left are pointing to the conservative de
as I might have been. Still, even if my feat in upstate New York as an example
hometown team had been in the Fall Clas of how the Republicans are still para
sic (unlikely, since I originally hail from
lyzed by intra-party feuds. Both sides
San Diego), I fear I would have still been are pouring over exit polls to answer the
overwhelmed by the political prognosti greatest political questions of our time:
cations that flowed in every direction on Should Republicans tack to the right or
Wednesday morning.
hew to the center? Should Democrats
I suppose, given the
take their policies fur
steady increase in political
I decided to turn to ther left, or try incorpo
analysis, which reached a fe
rating more "moderate"
vered pitch during the elec a less conventional proposals?
tions last year, I shouldn't
Rather than look
poll of my own: I
be too surprised by the
at those actual poll re
went straight to my
articles and columns and
sults, I decided to turn
Facebook page.
breaking television reports
to a less conventional
and radio specials predict
poll of my own: I went
ing the rise of one side and
straight to my Facebook
the fall of the other, or the exact opposite, page. I was curious to gauge the pulse
depending on your choice of station. Still, of the nation and, as luck would have
this wasn't a presidential election, or even it, there's an app for that. I used the
an off year Congressional election. There power of millions of minds working on
were two statewide contests and a special every kind of app imaginable to learn
election for one Congressional seat repre that a distressingly high proportion of
senting parts of New York few even know
my friends are liberals. I was shocked
exist, with a mayoral race thrown in for — I always told myself that I'm fair and
good measure because the incumbent is balanced and surround myself with dif
well known and spent enough money to ferent views and opinions. But the sta
tistics don't lie and, where it counts the
run a small country.
While these races might normally most (my Facebook page), I evidently
be seen as relatively inconsequential from do the opposite.
I decided to investigate further.
a national perspective, this year, pundits
on both sides are trying to peer into the Most of my liberal friends also had
tea leaves and listen for the canary in the
See Enough on Page 7
tunnel to figure out what the results mean

When the calendar rolls around
to November, a lot of people think
"Wow, I can't believe it's Thanksgiv
ing already!" Or "Time to get started
on that Christmas shopping." Law
students think, "Oh crap, exams!"
It's sad that we are conditioned to
dread this time of year -to realize how
little we've absorbed up until this point
and realize how much reading is left to
be done. And, of course, the dreaded
outline - the task that
we all procrastinate
on. Condensing a full
course - readings,
class notes, commer
cial study aids and all
- into one digestible
packet that will serve
as the Bible for each
course during exams.
Ironic that as houses
of worship turn to
their holy texts in re
membrance of the
season, we turnto our
outlines with equal
devotion and fervor.
Now, not every
one Yiates tYv'vs time of year 1 person
ally kind of like the freedom of having
no classes. The routine of waking,

packing up, hitting the gym, and get
ting down to the business of studying
at my own secret location (forget it, not
even going to hint at where it is - get
your own space). It's a different, more
flexible side of law school.
But even though I savor the

ability to structure my day according
to my needs as opposed to a rigid class
schedule, I miss a lot of the holiday joy
in my stress and anticipation of exams.
I barely have time to dash off Christmas
cards, and shopping online is a procras
tination hazard, so I don't even think
about presents until after my last final.
If I manage to squeeze in a viewing of
"Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer and
the Island of Misfit Toys," I spend more
of it thinking "Did I
|remember to stamp
® my Christmas cards?"
rather than enjoying
the old-school anima
tion. I end up sitting in
front of the Christmas
tree - which my par
ents end up decorating
by themselves because
I've got too many cases
to get through - won
dering how the days
flew by so quickly. And
before you know it,
I'm back in the hard
lounge complaining
about bow behind Yam
m my teading agarn.
/1's a battle that I haven't Quite

mastered yet. And even if you aren't

particularly religious - or don't even
care for winter for that matter -1 mag
i
ine that a lot of law school students feel
like they spend more of the winter break
recovering from the trauma of exams

See Season on Page 11

BY HANNAH GEYER

Opinion Columnist

Sec America on Page 5

OUTLINING...

Men's Rights Movement Misguided,
Offensive

BY MATTHEW BOVA

Every society views itself through a
lens of bias. Indeed it is hard to imagine a
day going by in the United States without
someone saying that America "is the best
country on earth" or "no one has more
freedom than we do." We also tend to
look at our role in the world through a
similar lens: "America is a force for good
in the world"; "we bring freedom to the
oppressed"; "we fight for freedom." These
are all classic American slogans.
But nationalism tends to distort
reality. This is particularly true of Ameri
can policy in the Middle East. America
does not support "freedom" in the Middle
East; it supports dictators.
Egypt is the second largest recipient
of American military aid and our stron
gest ally in North Africa. The country is
ruled by Hosni Mubarak, a dictator who
routinely beats and arrests peaceful protes
tors; rigs elections (he has been reelected
over and over again since 1981, sometimes
miraculously winning 99% of the votes);
bans the gathering of more than five

fCll'-iPr^//ll> /e/t'/o
'Tis THE SEASON F OR

Opinion Columnist

America and
the Dictators

//it'

Opinion Columnist

For those of you who read my last
Opinion piece, you know that October
was Breast Cancer Awareness month.
What you may or may not also know
is that October is Domestic Violence
Awareness month. That's pretty solid,
right? Especially considering some of
the unsettling statistics that have recently
been released by a variety of organiza
tions. Consider the following: according
to a UNICEF study, 90% of women in
Jordan believe that, under certain circum
stances, it's A-OK for a husband to beat
his wife. Further consider that another
study conducted by the Department of
Justice found that 1.3 million women and
835,000 men are physically assaulted by
an intimate partner annually in the U.S. If
that's not enough, in 2000, 1,247 women
and 440 men were killed by an intimate
partner. And, perhaps most disturbingly,
women who leave their abusers are 75%
more likely to be severely injured or killed
than those who stay.
Thus, it's disturbing to me that last
month, a group called RADAR (Respect

ing Accuracy in Domestic Abuse Report
ing) congregated in front of the Capitol
to reveal the "truth" about domestic
violence: women frequently make false
allegations about violence, a feministrun court system malevolently separates
children from fathers, men are the real
victims of domestic violence, and, my per
sonal favorite: domestic violence shelters
are secretly and illegally sending federal
dollars to feminists (I assume my check is
in the mail, then - there's a puppy-print
romper at Anthropologic I've had my eye
on for awhile). In fact, a RADAR press re
lease compared current domestic violence
laws to - get ready for it - the "largest
roll-back in Americans' civil rights since
the Jim Crow era." As absurd as this is,
I am not making it up. RADAR claims
to be responsible for blocking passage of
four domestic violence bills - one would
expand VAWA i nternationally, and one
was a grant supporting pro bono domestic
violence advocacy. Nice work, guys! But
what do you expect from a movement

that counts convicted batterers as some
of their leaders?
RADAR, along with radio host and
columnist Glenn Sacks are part of the
growing ranks of Men's Rights Activists
("MRAs") intent on taking back all the
rights that the feminist movement has
stolen away - like, um... I actually can't
think of any. But men's rights activists ap
parently can - and they're mad. Bernard
Chapin, an MRA, said in an interview
that he never refers to "feminists" by their
"real names", since they are "wicked." He
referred to the interviewer only as "Femi
nist E." Keep it classy, Chapin! In 2008,
an "antifeminist" lawyer sued Columbia
University for offering Women's Studies
courses, arguing that the feminism is a
religion, and the classes "[spread] preju
dice and [foster] animosity and distrust to
wards men with the result of a wholesale
violation of men's rights due to ignorance,
falsehoods, and malice." And, of course,

See Rights on Page 5
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CDO from page 1.
Everyone knows that the job market
is abysmal. Abovethelaw.com continually
publishes the layoff numbers. Law firms
are laying associates off and government
agencies aren't hiring. As a recent GW
Law graduate found out, the government
is hiring deferred associates because the
firms are footing the bills. This makes the
job-hunt even more difficult. In addition,
many of the firms that once began their
fall recruitment in August and September
have delayed their recruitment dates as far
out as March. The certainty that once
existed is no longer. Law students are in
a bit of a crisis.

Perhaps, lLs have been too busy
focusing on their second memos to worry
about looking for a job already, but there
have been some lLs wondering what the
reality is of the market. Some asked about
clerkships and some have asked about
alternative options.
But will lLs be able to find a job
for their 1L summer? Yes. 1 Ls should be
able to find a job for their first summer,
although it will likely be unpaid. There
will probably be a select few, a very select
few lLs that can expect to get firm jobs
for their 1L summer. The rest should
be looking at what their other options

are. CDO problems aside, lLs should
not be afraid of the job search. There
are many opportunities out there, but
they just take a little more effort on the
student's part. As one 2L said, students
fail to see that the CDO is not there to
find them a job, but to provide them
will the tools to look for a job. The
jobs are out there, they just don't come
on a silver platter anymore. See the tip
box below for some guidance on the 1L
job search.

Tips for lLs looking for a summer job:
1. Attend the Career Strategy Consultant Panel event Today, Wednesday at 5PM in LL101 There will be student pan
-elists as well as professionals represented at this event put on by the students.
,
, ,
2. Start early: you don't want to wait until the jobs have all been taken. While you can't apply before December , e
sooner you apply after that date, the better.
3. Network: this seems to be a four-letter word among students, but it works. Do it. If someone hands you their card,
contact them. Follow up on people that you know at home. Too few students actually do this.
4. Be open: you may not find a job in your ideal field, but at this point you need the experience.
5. Don't be deterred by your grades: even if you're not in the top half of your class, you can still get a job
6. Put in the leg work: you won't get anywhere if you don't do the work. Finding a job isn't easy, but you have to dedicate
the time to do it
7. Be responsible to yourself: so what if your classmates aren't doing the work. You need to do it.
8. Don't be afraid to change CDO counselors if you just don't connect with yours.

Dating from page 1.
relationships is what many students say
is the biggest downside of dating in the
law school. Mueller said that it's worse
than dating non-law students because,
withteWow taw students, "-you can't avoid
them - if you break up or even if you just
need some space, you will inevitably run
into them at school, especially if you have
classes together."
It's a familiar scenario to many
people, including Mo McGough and Rob
Wolcott. The couple, who graduated in
May, met while doing the Law Revue
show when Wolcott was a skit director and
McGough was a "lowly 1L." McGough
remembered, "One of my first memories
of Rob was him coming up to me in front
of my new 1L friends, who I was still try
ing to dupe into thinking I was cool, and
kicking me out of the show - right there in
front of ev"We got lucky, eryone." She
u. 4 i
but
I sa w some added,
, „ ' "He
,
later told me
friends go down he thought I

One 3L couple, who wanted to re
main anonymous, met in their LRW class
during 1L year. He said, "Your partner
has context for what your greatest chal
lenges, achievements, etc. are. It's very
difficult and time-consuming to explain
law school to nonlawyers or non-law
students. Though less difficult, it's also

hard to explain to someone who isn't at
the same school." They say that the big
gest challenge to their relationship is the
time factor. He said, "You just don't have
time to do the kinds of things that you'd
like to do to start, deepen, or maintain a
relationship - weekend getaways, nights
out together, etc. That may sound like
a bit of a cop-out, because we're always
going to be busy people, but I think it's
a valid point. Law school is such a 24/7
obligation that it's really hard to align two
people's schedules on a consistent basis
unless you really work at it."
For Wolcott, the good part was that
he and McGough spent time together.
"I

inflameswas a

ditzy
sorority girl
when he first
met me. Ithoughthe was forty...and gay."
Wolcott went on to say that they became
friends, "And then," he joked, "there was
the year long period of me breaking her
down slowly and convincing her to date
me." While their relationship was suc
cessful, Wolcott noted, "We got lucky,
but I saw some friends go down in flames.
Flames!" McGough added, "Yeah - and
- if you're going to get your law school
date on...remember it's a small school.
People talk."
Though the law school fishbowl
annoys many of those in relationships,
almost every interviewee volunteered that
the biggest advantage to dating a fellow
law student was that they know what you
are going through as a law student. One
3L who dated her boyfriend for over a
year said, "They don't question the fact
that you REALLY have to spend that long
studying for an 'open book' test. They
are able to cut you slack when you are
frustrated with school and you can even
study with them."

my built in study partner, and we had
similar schedules. Also - a utomatic date
to Barrister's Ball." But while law school
significant others may understand what
their partner is going through, McGough
pointed out that it is not always an ad
vantage. "You can never play the 'Oh my
lanta this is so hard - you couldn't possibly
understand' card - because they do. Also,
around finals time...we get cranky. Real
cranky." She added, "I think we broke up
before each of our finals."
Another common roadblock to
legal love is that law students tend to
be, well, intense. One 3L in a long-term
relationship said, "Some lawyers and law
students really get into the lawyer mindset
24/7. We always want to know, 'What's
the issue here?' and to devise a logical,
internally consistent rule for resolving that
issue. A non-law person has to be able to
cope with that... or the lawyer has to be
able to turn that switch off."

McGough put it more bluntly.
"Dating a lawyer means you can't ever
win an argument." Audra Dowless
agreed. Dowless, a 3L who dated an
other law student before she transferred
to GW Law, said, "The one thing that
bothers me the most is being in a rela
tionship with someone who is training
to think a certain way. Lawyers nitpick
at everything and are very literal." She
went
on to
add
Pe,i.

was

Law students
th a 1
tend to be, well, ";nn
intense.
also a

problem.
" I t
was really awkward when we found out
about journal competitions 1L year.
[He] made law review and I didn't and
was devastated. I couldn't talk to him
for like 2 days." She said, "I mean, I was
obviously happy for him, but that was
something that was very hard for me to
handle. We also had a weird rule that
we didn't talk about grades... but that
just led to a different issue - speculating
what the other person's GPA was stu
pid stuff like that, [stuff] that shouldn't
matter."
Dowless is now dating a non-law
student and says that her boyfriend gives
her a better perspective on life. "He
doesn't get how it works being a law
student and why some days I'm more
distracted than others or stressed out but also he provides a really nice respite.
We talk about things not law school
related most of the time and it gives me
an outlet. Sort of makes you look at the
bigger picture of life, instead of being in
the law school bubble 24/7."
One law school grad had a dif
ferent problem while hooking up and
dating while at GW Law. "Law school
females are the most desperate women
I have ever encountered," he declared.
"Anal Retentive Pretentious Nerd by
day, Anal Retentive Pretentious Vixen
by drunk." The grad, who wished to
remain anonymous, hooked up with
and dated several law school students
while at GW Law. He qualified his
statement, saying: "Believe me, I'm
not being sexist. You could substitute

Inside the
SBA:
Exams
BV LAUREN SCHMIDT

Staff Writer
This isthe fourth in a series of articles
intended to give students a behind-the-scenes
look in to the mysterious goings-on of the
Student Bar Association.
Exam time strikes fear in the
heart of even the most diligent law
student. Hours of studying in isola
tion, all to prepare for bewildering
and seemingly endless exams; there
is no sugar-coating the fact that the
two-week exam period is absolutely
hellish. While the SBA cannot take
exams for you, it can make the whole
exam period a bit more palatable.
First and foremost, the SBA
provides an outline bank for students
to supplement (or, in some cases,
wholly constitute) their studies. This
invaluable resource is located on the
SBA website, and students can access
it by clicking on "oudine bank" in the
lower leffhand corner of the welcome
page. The bank includes hundreds
of outlines organized by course. To
help students easily find outlines ap
propriate for their needs, the outlines
include the relevant course professor's
names and semester information.
Even better, each outline is rated by
students according to its usefulness.
Keep in mind that that SBA can
always use more outlines, particular
those for L.L.M. courses. You can
send outlines to sba@law.gwu.edu.
SBA also sponsors the "Food at
Finals," which provides free food for
students during the exam period. The
food is usually put out around lunchtime in the hard lounge. According
to SBA President John Sorrenti, "it
helps to give people a little snack and
study break during finals."
No, it will not be all sunshine
and roses, but the SBA has and will
continue to make the exam period
as convenient and comfortable for
students as possible. As always, if
you have any suggestions, please do
not hesitate to contact the SBA. Best
of luck!

Vixen with Lothario and both would
apply equally to law school. The stress
creates caged animals, with alcohol
being the key."
When asked what he would tell
students thinking about hooking up
with or dating a fellow law student,
the law school grad said, "I don't
recommend either, unless you feel
like hopping in your time-machine to
another dimension where you replace
your actual high school classmates with
the most socially awkward people you
have ever met." He went on to say that
"forced social interaction is confused
with actual affection."

See Dating on Page 8
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America from page 3.
people without a permit; and engages in
torture and extrajudicial killing. Egypt
supports our policies in Israel, provides
us with valuable airspace, and permits
America open access to the Suez Canal.
Thus, in 2006, David Welch, assistant
secretary of state for Near Eastern affairs,
testified before the House Committee on
International Relations that the "strategic
partnership with Egypt is in many ways
a cornerstone of our foreign policy in the
Middle East."
Saudi Arabia, another strong Amer
ican ally, is ruled by a royal family that
does not even bother to hold elections.
Saudis are not permitted to criticize the
government, political parties are banned,
and the public practice of religions other
than Islam is prohibited. Saudi Arabia is
also one of the few nations that can say
that it has executed someone for practic
ing "sorcery" (in 2002 an Egyptian man,
Mustafa Ibrahim, was executed for trying
to separate a married couple "through
sorcery"). Saudi Arabia's women's rights
record also ranks amongst the lowest in
the world. As one Saudi woman wrote

in the Washington Post on August 16,
2009: "Everyone knows that women
are denied rights in Saudi Arabia.
And you may think that our fate is the
same one that women in some other
developing countries face, only a little
worse. In truth, we endure a status that
most Americans can scarcely imagine."
Women are not allowed to drive a car
in the country, and must obtain their
husband's permission prior to travel
ling or undergoing elective surgery.
Nevertheless, besides the Israelis, the
Saudis are America's strongest ally
in the region, constantly relying on
America for political legitimacy, bil
lions of dollars in arms purchases/gifts,
and American development of their
impressive infrastructure. In exchange
for these benefits, the Saudis provide
the United States with oil at relatively
cheap prices, and tend to toe the line
on the Arab-Israeli Conflict. When
the Cold War kicked off in 1945, the
State Department proclaimed that the
oil resources of Saudi Arabia are a
"stupendous source of strategic power
and of the greatest material prizes in
world history." Our relationship with
Saudi Arabia has reflected our desire

to control this great prize.
Other examples of repressive rulers
that America has endorsed include Gen
eral Musharaff of Pakistan, Reza Shah
Pahlavi of Iran, and Saddam Hussein. We
also support the monarchs of the small
Gulf States, including Kuwait. This trend
in American policy is not even controver
sial. President Bush openly acknowledged
our support for Middle Eastern dictators
in a speech in 2003, when he apologized
for "sixty years of Western nations ex
cusing and accommodating the lack of
freedom in the Middle East".
American support for oppression
is terrible policy. It renders us hypo
crites in the eyes of the people of the
Middle East, and undermines efforts to
support democracy in Afghanistan and
Iraq. Indeed, a central reason why many
questioned American motives in Iraq was
because at the same time we were invad
ing Iraq to "spread democracy," we were
actively supporting the Saudi monarchy
next door.
Moreover, American support for
repressive rulers inspires anti-Americanism. We should consider what we would
think if we lived in Saudi Arabia and knew
that our repressive rulers were backed by

Rights from page 3.

In custody battles, "Parental
Alienation Syndrome" is a pseudoscientific theory used to explain a
tie wondered why Men's Stud
child's allegations of abuse
ies classes weren't being taught
Sadly, these
or estrangement from one
[a judge threw out the claim,
parent by blaming the other
finding the core of the com "activists" are
- usually the mother - for
plaint to be "frivolous"). Antotally missing "brainwashing" the child.
ither MRA, "Angry Harry,"
This "theory" has been
the point
lefended George Sodini, the
repeatedly used, and has
nan who opened fire in a
resulted in children being
;ym filled with women, killing
separated from the caretaker
hree, wondering if the threat
they
prefer
and placing them with the
if MRA violence would be enough to
parent who has allegedly abused them
idvance their agenda.
- generally the father.
Sadly, these "activists" are totally
On an international level, the
nissing the point of the battered women's
Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects
novement - not to mention the feminist
of International Child Abduction is
novement in general. Do I devote more
intended to prevent child abductions by
irain power to thinking about the huge
a parent by creating a mechanism for
lumbers of women who are victims of
speedy return of the child to the home
mtimate partner violence, rather than
country 1
nen? Absolutely. Do I spend more time
where
As you've
Linking about the fact that society tends
custody
:o sexualize violence against women
probably been
can then
'see America's Next Top Model Cycle
able to gather,
be adju
3, Episode 4; use of rape as a war tactic;
dicated.
I'm biased.
ir the fact that between 2004 and 2009,
H o w 
:elevision depictions of violence against
e v e r ,
women increased by 120%, while depicvarious
fions of violence irrespective of gender
studies have indicated that many
inly increased 2%) but not men? You bet.
women who abduct their children are
Do I care about male victims of domestic
fleeing violence in the home. While the
violence or sexual assault? Of course I
Convention provides certain defenses
do. Are all my shopping trips funded
to return of the child - one of them
with "secret feminist money"? Um, no.
allows a court to refuse return if the
They're funded with my student loans and
child would be in grave risk of danger
••• my total lack
in the "home" country - courts have
of self-con
chosen to interpret that defense so nar
Courts have
trol when
rowly that, while still acknowledging
chosen to
it comes
the nature of the abusive environment
to buying
interpret that
from which the mother and child have
clothes.
fled,
they order the child (and implicitly,
defense so
Along
•the mother) to return to that very same
with assum
narrowly
environment
ing, incorAs you've probably been able to
rectly, that
gather from past columns, I'm biased.
minists don't care about violence perBut it's not as if the evidence is on the
itrated against men, RADAR and others
MRA's side. Unfortunately, they've be
e also mistaken in their characterization
gun to move into the mainstream and
' the legal system as one that is increasconvince others with shoddy statistics
gly concerned with protecting women
and misleading methodology. I've noth
men's expense. For example, in D.C.,
ing against men's rights - as long as they
' the 4, 799 misdemeanor domestic vioare also women's rights. I do, however,
nce cases with dispositions, 43% were
have something against a movement
ft unprosecuted, 25% were dismissed,
whose members identify with batterers
id 9% were declared inactive. A mere
and murderers, and who use junk sci
S% of the cases resulted in a plea agreeence and less-than stellar statistics in an
ent, with only 6% actually making it
attempt to prove a misguided point.
trial.

the United States. We would be angry,
just like the Muslim world is angered
by these policies. President Obama
should commit America to opposition
to all leaders that refuse to respect the
basic rights of their people-rights that
America claims to protect domestically
and abroad.
But even though we can obtain
political and security benefits by sup
porting freedom, we should not acquire
these benefits before deciding to support
human rights. America should oppose
dictators everywhere because repression
is wrong as a matter of social justice.
One would think that America, with
its claim to a proud history of freedom,
would readily recognize this.
In the end, we can continue to
believe that America's role in the world
is to bring freedom to others. But
let's at least realize that the Egyptians
languishing in prison, the Saudis who
have never had a chance to vote in an
election, and the Pakistanis who were
oppressed under Musharaff, think that
the Land of the Free is playing them
for fools.

SBA from page 2.
Admittedly, things could be better.
Issues large and small are ever pres
ent. Financial aid disbursements could
b
e
made via
direct
deposit,
You, the
class
registration
student, need could be
coordinated
better

to voice your
opinion

so as to

student's
than a
more
days to
f e w
sign up, classes could be more conducive
to day and night students' schedules,
etcetera. Most of these issues don't go
unnoticed by the SBA and there are people
working on remedies with the law school
and university administrations.
give

Nevertheless, the SBA needs
more than its appointees in order to
function properly. You, the student,
need to voice your opinion on what
you like and what you don't. Sugges
tions are more than appreciated; they
are necessary. The SBA cannot fight
for the student voice if it doesn't know
what the student's ate saying. OUT taw
school administration cares g,reat\y
what student's think, more so than a
lot of other school administrations.

Let's take that opportunity to make our
careers here exceptional. No one wants
to pay $40,000 for mediocrity.
Please contact the SBA with
comments and suggestions at sba@
law.gwu.edu.

Need to Get
the Word Out?
Put an Ad in the Nota Bene!
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Hearsay

Night Court

Function: noun
1: evidence based on an out of court statement
2 : hilarious statements made around GW Law

V

Is Time Really
On Your Side?
Time management. It's a necessary
survival skill in the working world and
comes in pretty handy in the academic
world, too. As we near the end of the fall
semester, our priorities shift from keeping
up with the reading to cramming for finals
and figuring out how to get a j-o-b. On
top of that, it's time to select classes for
the spring.
For part-time students, that means
scouring the evening course list to see
what's available, and desperately hoping
to avoid Friday classes. Selecting classes
is always a challenge, especially when
limited to the 4 hours available between
work and sleep (6-10 pm, weeknights).
Recently, the New York Times profiled
Bunker Hill Community College for
"helping" students make the most of their
time, by offering midnight classes and
starting some classes as early as 6 a.m.
for working students.
Although spending your sleeping
hours in a classroom seems extreme,
the colleges offering these classes are

Reality from page 2.
tor in Virginia, would he have spent so
much time campaigning for Deeds? The
thought was this: people like Obama,
Obama likes Deeds, therefore, people will
like Deeds. The President in all his glory
smiling and shaking hands with Creigh
Deeds was supposed to have all the voters
swooning, still high on Obama-mania and
willing to follow him like the Pied Piper
wherever he might lead them. This was
a test of Obama's political clout; a test he
failed. Maybe voters elected McDonnell
because they are sick of what's happen
ing in Washington; maybe it's because
McDonnell was a better candidate and
ran a better campaign; in all likelihood it
was a combination of these and other fac
tors. The take away here, though, is that
Virginia showed us that all the excitement
the President was able to generate last
November has quickly subsided, and that
simply stamping "Hope" or "Change"
onto your cause is not going to be enough
to carry the day.
The elections in New Jersey and
the 23d District in New York provided
very different insight. Both areas usually
feature one-sided fights: New Jersey is a
die-hard Blue state, and the 23d district
almost always elects a Republican repre
sentative. Yet in both of these elections
the tables had turned. New Jersey elected
a Republican governor, and a by-all-ac
counts lackluster Democratic candidate
took the prize in New York. So what
does one make of these results? It seems
unlikely that the state of New Jersey has
suddenly and overwhelmingly shed its
liberal mindset. Similarly, I doubt that the
demographics of a region in upstate New
York were that drastically different than in
previous years. Instead, I think these two
elections served as warning shots across
the bows of both parties. The message
was that voters aren't going to make up

also reporting significant enrollment
increases — and being creative with
their classroom offerings is one way to
make sure they continue to serve their
students.
Most of the schools profiled in the
Times article were community colleges,
which are admittedly very different
from l aw schools. However, they might
be on to something with the increased
offering of classes outside normal
hours. And while midnight class may
be on the extreme, access to extra-early
classes or a wider selection of evening
classes would make for a more interest
ing course load.
As it stands, part-time students
interested in daytime courses can work
with employers to take a class during
lunch, early in the morning, or grouped
on one or two days a week, to minimize
the missed working hours. Fortunately,
many of the classes available are later in
See Time on Page 10
their minds based solely upon whether
you have an "R" or a "D" next to your
name. For Republicans, the New York
loss ought to have them replacing the
elephant with the severed snake of
colonial times: the one with the slogan
"Join, or Die" underneath. Moderate
Republican Dierdre Scozzafava faced
a barrage from conservative com
mentators for not being "conservative
enough," largely due to her views on
abortion and other social issues. Scoz
zafava later withdrew and endorsed
the Democrat rather than Conservative
Party candidate Doug Hoffman, who
wound up losing. In New Jersey, there
was similar concern about a third-party
candidate stealing away too many votes
from an otherwise viable Republican
challenger, but in this case the effect was
not decisive, as Republican Chris Chris
tie ousted Jon Corzine, who was also
heavily supported by the President.
The lesson learned from New Jer
sey as well as Virginia for Democrats is
to that they cannot rest on their laurels.
While these elections may or may not
be a referendum on the course of action
in Washington, they have demonstrated
that the President doesn't have as much
sway as he used to, which is surely a
disturbing sigr/, as voters might actually
look at substance instead of style now.
For Republicans, though the victories
in Virginia and New Jersey have shown
that they aren't as political defunct as
some might have hoped or feared as the
case may be, the loss in New York has
shown them the ramifications of get
ting too strongly behind hyper-partisan
candidates and focusing too much on
social issues. The formula for success
was made apparent in Bob McDonnell's
decisive victory: focus on jobs and the
economy, and place the social com
mentary on the backburner.

Overheard:
In the Hard Lounge, as people crowd around a box of donut
holes - "Law students would be the easiest group of people to
mass poison ever..."
In Antitrust - So people thought The Japanese are tak
ing over Christmas!'"
In Professional Responsibility - "That's not good faith
advice to counsel - that's insane."
"Someone comes to you and says 'Hi, I'm thinking about
robbing a house.'"
In Government Contracts, re: the final exam - "So, I
just took all th e happiness out of the room - my work h ere is
done."
In Copyright - "Peoplecan be more attractive in your eyes
because they have more money."
Re: Statutory rules for measuring copyright -"Jesus would
be a hard person to measure this rule by, life plus70 - because
once you get resurrection, I mean, hey..."
Re-. Wake-up classes
of copyright law."

'We will be having a veritable orgy)

Re: The lack of people in class - "There seems to be some
confusion over being a victim of the swine flu an d being hungover"
Hear something funny in c lass or around the law
school? Email Hearsay at notabene@law.gwu.edu

Enough from page 3.
overwhelming blue looking pie charts
cataloguing the political views of their
friends. And most of my conservative
friends (the handful of them, that is) had
rather red looking charts. I thought this
might be just a cyber-trend, but alas, I was
disappointed in the real world as well. In
the 1976 elections, just a quarter of Ameri
cans lived in counties where either the
Republican or Democratic presidential
candidate won in a landslide. By 2008,
almost half of Americans lived in over
whelmingly Republican or Democratic
counties. Politically speaking, at least,
the country is looking less like a melting
pot and more like ... a bowl of something
that hasn't melted at all.
So what does this mean for the
future of our nation? Are we pulling our
selves apart and isolating ourselves from
each other? Maybe. You can look at the
results of the election last week to support
that con
clusion,
I supBoth sides could
fhe New

York
special

with focusing
a little less on the
politics of politics
do

election,
the sodaily moderate Republican was driven
out of the race by a hard-line social con
servative, who ultimately lost to the Dem-

\

ocrat. But you can probably also find
contradictory
evidence in
The country Tuesday 's
. . ,.
.*
results: Gov-

's looking lessernor.elect
like a melting McDonnell in
pot

Virginia distanced himself from his
socially conservative past and may have
won in the middle.
So maybe we can learn something
from the results of last week's elections
after all: voter after voter polled seemed
less interested in the great political
divide and more interested in results
on the economy and health care and
foreign policy and other issues. So if
the Democrats let their fear of the next
election cycle grind their policies to a
halt, 2010 will probably be a bad year
for over 90 percent of my Facebook
friends. Then again, if Republicans
keep saying no to ideas without offering
up substance of their own, it could be
hard to find any winners after the elec
tions next year. So maybe both sides
could do with focusing a little less on
the politics of politics, which might just
mean tuning out the non-stop political
analysis and punditry like this very
column.
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Skills Competitions: Law
School's Dating Game
BY DENISE L. TURNER

Managing Editor
"It works well to do it with a friend."
Great advice for finding a partner for life;
and for finding a partner for skills compe
titions. With the internal upper level skills
competitions coming to a close today,
upper level students are likely evaluating
the successfulness of the relationships
they've forged while competing, while
lLs will undoubtedly start getting jazzed
up for their turn. All but one of the skills
competitions at GW require at least one
partner. The 1L Moot Court Competition
is the only solo gig, while external mock
trial competitions are comprised of teams
of four. So when considering which com
petitions to do and when, it's important
to think about who you'll be spending all
those long hours with. When thinking
about what you want in skills partner, it
may help to think of what you want in
life partner.
"It's better to be friends first." 3L
Karen Marie Cassidy competed in this
year's Van Vleck Moot Court Competi
tion and picked one of her close friends
to compete with. She commented that
"it's better if you're friends first. In the
end, you're still friends." This sentiment
doesn't directly relate to real life relation
ships, but the underlying concept is still
applicable. Skills competitions often take
Yvouts of AJVOTVL; most of *\T spent cooped tip

in the library or in the private spaces of
one of the partner's apartments. Because
of this, it makes a huge difference to spend
that time with someone you actually like
being around versus someone you barely
know; or worse - can't stand.
"It's good to make sure you have
the same goals." Cassidy also noted the
importance of having shared goals. She
explained that "if one partner wants to
advance and the other doesn't, it could
become a little awkward." Similar to
how if one person wants kids and their
partner doesn't, being on different pages
in terms of goals could create quite a stir
in the relationship.
"Recognize each partner's
strengths and play to those strengths."
2L Erin Carter talked about her experi
ence doing the 1L Spring Mock Trial
Competition. She and her partner were
randomly paired, but unlike the typical
blind date, this pairing worked out for
the best. Carter commented on how
good her partner was and how easy it
was to develop a professional working
relationship that worked for both of them.
Cassidy spoke highly of her partner and
his strengths. "My partner was good
because I knew him from LRW. He's on
journal, 1 kn
ew his writing style and he's
See Skills on Page 11

CLARE CAVALIERO

De Now Days

The End
The last issue of the semester.. .can
you believe it?! First of all, you should
congratulate yourselves for making it
this far. Yes, the end of the semester is
the most stressful time of the year, but
it's also the home stretch. The last few
months have been miserable, of course,
and it's only going to get worse before it
gets any better. But, among
all of the review sessions to
come (if your professors are
nice enough to provide you
with review sessions), the
freak-outs you will witness
or have yourself, and mo
ments of "oh, crap" as you
walk out of an exam and
realize the question asked
about personal jurisdiction
and not subject matter jurisdiction, re
member that there is a light at the end of
the tunnel. You are almost done. You've
already completed your LRW class (or
will shortly), so that's one down, only
four more to go!
As we trudge into finals territory,
the one piece of advice I will give you is
to not listen to anyone's advice. As con
tradictory r; it sounds, it really is benefi
cial. You have to do what is best for you.
That's part of the struggle of law school.
Some students swear by commercial out
lines, others peruse the SBA outlinebank,
and others still prefer to create their own
from scratch. Some students study in
Gelman because the undergraduates are
"a lot nicer to look at" (or so I've heard),
others fill their lungs with dust and mold

Near

studying in the stacks of Burns, and some
students choose not to study at all. There
is no "right" way to do it and there is cer
tainly more than one way to prepare for
final e xams. You need to figure out what
works for you and do that.
Also, since you're not going to listen
to anyone's advice anymore, you should
learn to ignore their bragging
as well. Do not let other
people's neuroses infect your
attitude or behavior. Just
because the little g-word who
sits two rows in front of you
in Torts finished his outline a
week before you even thought
about yours doesn't mean you
are doing anything wrong.
Maybe he needs the extra time
to memorize all of the elements of an
attractive nuisance (wouldn't it be nice if
all the nuisances in law school were attrac
tive? It would definitely make the myriad
hypotheticals they pose more bearable to
sit through...). In this regard, I think it's
best to try to avoid the law school and law
students at all costs until exams are over.
You see each other enough anyway.
Remember to take breaks and to
inject some "fun" into the next few weeks.
Whatever it is that makes you happy, find
some time to spend doing that so you
don't end up with the nickname "Wicked
Witch of the West" by the time December
18 rolls around. You want to have friends
to go to the finals party with, don't you?
Which reminds me...as lLs, your exam

See De Novo on Page 10

TERRY SCHO ONE-JONGEN

Reversible Errors

Getting Inked At Fatty's
Custom Tattooz
ing from Jesus to lesbian demons—on
This column represents, in two
the walls. Today, the couches remain,
respects, a continuation of last time's.
but
the decor now consists of Fatty's
Consider it a sequel—not by design,
original
canvases, many of which
but by effect.
seem
to
apply
a science-fiction-esque
First, if you are a careful reader,
aesthetic to Hindu
like Mr. Jeremy Glen,
mythological subjects.
lately of Roanoke, Vir
If you're going to
It's
genuinely interest
ginia ("The Noke"), you
ing
stuff.
get
a
tat,
you
might
know that, in the last issue,
During the first
I promised a shout-out to
as well get it from
part
of
my wait, Fatty
the first person to email
the
guy
the
parlor
is
was
happily
doing
me with the location of
paperwork
and
sten
the Radio Shack nearest
named after, right?
ciling
out
other
cus
the E Street Red Cross
tomers'
tattoo
designs
Donation Center. The
whilst listening to Marketplace on pub
selfsame Mr. Glen writes: "There
lic
radio. Just after he started tattooing
are TWO within walking distance of
my
friend, who had the appointment be
GW—2117 L Street NW, 1835 K Street
fore
me, the atmosphere changed mark
NW." He personally vouches for the L
edly,
as one of the piercers—I think his
Street location.
name
was Jody—arrived. Jody and
With that burning question re
Fatty are apparently
solved, we now turn
long-time
death met
to the second thread
al
fans,
and
Jody had
of continuity. You
just
acquired
a new
may recall that I end
album
in
that
genre
ed the last column
that
he
was
eager
to
with a resolution
share
with
Fatty
and,
to get a new tattoo.
by extension, the rest
Usually one to keep
my resolutions, it
of us. And so we
came to pass that last
went from Kai RysWednesday I ven
sdal's entertaining
tured forth to Fatty's
economic commen
Custom Tattooz.
tary to the chugging
You've probably seen
guitars, growling vo
the signs for Fatty's before, because it is
cals, and rumbling double bass drums
right next to Big Hunt and Cafe Citron,
characteristic of death metal.
two of your favorite establishments. Be
I've found that Fatty is an excel
proud of who you are.
lent conversationalist; indeed, his ability
Fatty's is well known among
to talk about virtually any topic at some
DC tattoo and piercing parlors, due in
length goes a long way to offsetting the
large part to the overall quality of its
discomfort associated with the whole
personnel and product. For this rea
process. I'm pretty decent with han
son, although walk-ins are accepted,
dling pain, but, honestly, the tattoo gun
you may end up needing to make an
sounds
like a
appointment, particularly if you want
dentist's
drill
the inimitable Fatty to do the inking.
He is a well- f e e l s
a n d
Although I'm positive the other tattoo
like a
b e l t
regarded
artists at Fatty's are excellent at their
sander.
Y o u
tattoo artist have a
craft, Fatty himself is highly accom
want to
plished. Plus, hey, if you're going to get
discussio n
a tat, you might as well get it from the
to take
your
guy the parlor is named after, right?
mind off of what is actually happening.
In my case, I've gotten ink from
When it came time for my tattoo, we be
Fatty in the past, and, given that it was
gan with a discussion of how Rogaine,
an excellent experience, I saw no reason
applied to the chest, apparently in
not to go with him again. He is, admit
creases the chance of a heart attack,
tedly, a bit more expensive than other
progressed through an assessment of
area tattoo artists. But he is a well-re
Pro Tools and digital 8-track recorders,
garded tattoo artist as well. And, truth
and considered the ramifications of the
be told, getting a tattoo is sort of like
previous day's election results. Through
commissioning a painting. If you want
it all, Jody occasionally commented on
somebody who knows what they're do
his sister's drinking patterns and down
ing, you're going to have to fork over
loadable content for the PS3. And the
more dough than you would if you go
death metal churned on.
with your brother-in-law who took one
When all was said and done, I
high school art class 18 years ago.
had a lovely, sharp, well-defined cus
When I arrived at Fatty's, he was
tom tattoo. Out of two longhorn bull
running a bit behind schedule (a good
skulls, Fatty's Custom Tattooz gets
45 minutes, actually; but if you think
two—the exact number of such skulls
about it, that's a lot more efficient than,
that stare out from the walls of the tat
say, the Georgetown DMV). This gave
too studio.
me time to consider the waiting room
This brings us to the close of the
accoutrements. During my first visit to
semester. Tune in next time, when I will
Fatty's, the waiting room contained two
review the Amtrak dining cars!
inexplicably uncomfortable couches
and all sorts of tattoo samples—rang-
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A Few Sips
From the Past

Ask Yunji!
BY YUNJI KIM

Columnist

BY JOON SONG

Columnist
As Kurt Vonnegut's good uncle
once said, "If this isn't nice, I don't
know what is." We in law school are
so wont to get wrapped up into our own
little struggles that we forget to see how
nice we have it. I won't enumerate the
blessings here, but we—and I—have
many. One particular blessing for me
is having been able to try a number of
really great wines—most of them with
some really wonderful people.
I don't know how this should have
come to be. My family is not really
into drinking. My mom occasionally
drank Manischewitz (for its curative
properties, I guess), but other than
that we were pretty dry. Inauspicious
beginning aside, my journey to the port
of Port has been one filled with pretty
great memories, some of which I will
recount in this, the last wine column of
the semester.
First Few Drops
It was October
2001, and my par
ents had just dropped
me off in Berkeley so
1 could spend some \
time -witYt my Yv\g,Yi \

We were in my room. For some
reason it was still cold though it was
May. We had bought a celebratory
bottle of something—I think a cabernet
or merlot—that, at the price of about
$13 or $14, was pretty extravagant. To
our chagrin, it was terrible. The bottle
was still pretty much full when we woke
and I hopped in the car in which I would
drive across the country. But what we
opened that night was more precious
than any bottle of wine. She became
my first love.
A Sign of Things to Come
Alex, my current roommate, and
I didn't like each other the first time we
met as resident assistants in our dorm. I
don't know why this was, but it was just
how it was. However, as we were two
of the only drinkers on our staff it was
inevitable that we'd get over our initial
distrust. Sure enough, we bonded over
our love of German beer and our mutual
hatred of most of our
residents.
One night we
and a bunch of RAs
got a big family-style
dinner.

There was

school friends who I
had started college
(I was a spring admit
so I didn't start until
2002). We decided
to go to Giovanni's
Caffe, a decent Ital
ian restaurant on
Shattuck Avenue.
In perhaps a
sign of things to come, I was the one
who was tasked with picking the wine. I
had no idea what to order. I didn't start
drinking large amounts of alcohol until
that spring, and even then I certainly
wasn't drinking wine. So I picked based
on the only producer I recognized:
Robert Mondavi. White zinfandel. It
was delicious.
Things have to start somewhere,
right?

a wine store nearby,
and we decided to
go inside and check
things out. We had
no clue what we were
doing, so we asked the
proprietress to help
us get a decent bottle.
She picked out a bottle
of L'Esprit du Silene,
a wine from the Languedoc region of
France. It was $11.99. I had no cash
on me, so I promised to pay Alex back
for my share.
This was an amazing wine. Alex
came up with the description that this
wine was like a "thornbush": rough,
wild, with deep persistent roots and
brambles spreading everywhere. It is still
the benchmark by which we measure
wines from Southern France.

The Spanish Junior Transfer
Her name was Veronica. I was a
sophomore and she was a worldly, sexy
junior transfer of Spanish extraction
who lived in my dorm. I was head over
heels for her, but not surprisingly, she
had a boyfriend. That didn't stop her
from inviting me over from time to time
to listen to music and from exchanging
"platonic" full-body massages.
One night she opened a bottle
of wine. "It's syrah. It's my favorite,"
she said. I don't remember the vintage,
the producer, or even the country or
appellation. I don't remember any
thing about the wine, only that it was
deep, dark, and mysterious, just like
she was.

Home is Where the Heart Is
Ending this column is a bottle I
had with my family before I left for GW.
It was a 2003 Chateau Talbot, a Fourth
Growth Bordeaux from Saint-Julien. It
was a gift from my brother's girlfriend at
the time; we had saved it for a little while
because, well, it's not exactly an every
day wine, and it was still very young for
a Bordeaux.
But youth be damned—I was leav
ing for the East Coast! We opened it up
one night before I left. What a gorgeous
wine. Full and round. Cherry and plum
in the nose. Subtle spice and tobacco
were what I tasted. But this wine wasn't
as much about the taste or aroma as it
was about texture-just so smooth and
yielding, so wonderfully structured. It
went down like a potion made of velvet,
and once it got to the stomach it felt
warm and soothing like a nice Port.
My family? Not big drinkers,
but they loved it. And if sharing a

If I Leav e Here Tomorrow . ..
I had been dating Sabina for what
seemed in my young mind an eternity:
three months. Now, in the morning I
was about to leave for a summer job
selling educational books door to door
in Connecticut.

See Sips on Page 11

Dear Yunji,
.
What is proper etiquette for discussing our job situations as 3Ls. On the
one hand, you are not supposed to ask people if they have a job in case it is a
touchy subject and on the other hand, you are not supposed to tell people if
you have a job so as to not rub it in.
The Lovely Leslie
Dear Lovely,
You are right. These are times when we law students need help in becom
ing sensitive human beings. We may be armed with neurotic wit and trained in
oral advocacy, but some of us lack that necessary inner voice that wards us from
social catastrophe. We sincerely congratulate un-expecting women on their preg
nancies, ask "Aren't you worried about growing bald?" when people tell us they re
investment bankers, and reassure our single friends "Don't worry! I know tons of
married people uglier than you." We truly mean well. It just doesn't sound like
it.
I think the only way to deal with the job issue is to let your friends know
that you do mean well, and that you care. Consideration is the root of all proper
etiquette, and it is no different when it comes to asking about jobs. Some people
don't want to talk about their job situation, and others do. I suggest you avoid
actively inquiring about a person's job status, but being open to listen if someone
wants to talk about it. If you have a job, definitely let your friends know. They'll
want to congratulate your good fortune. Just don't throw yourself a parade. You 11
disturb everyone else filling out their applications.
But, feel free to indulge your triumph and rub it in the face of non-human
entities. Go to a place where you can be alone, raise your fists in remembrance
of all your rejection letters, wave them in the air, and shout, "Suck it FRP!!!!! I
got a JOB!!!!!"
Sincerely,
Yunji

Got a question about what's going around the law school, Foggy Bottom , or the
world in general? Email notabenegw@gmail.com and ask what's on your mind. Yunji
has the answer!

Dating from page 4.
When asked if he thought there was
any advantage to dating someone in law
school, he thought for a second and then
said, "Yes. Sex in the study rooms."
All of the interviewees had advice
for those thinking about stepping into
schedule is set by the Law School and a law school relationship. One 3L cau
accordingly, you complete your last final tioned: "Make sure that you like them...A
one day earlier than everybody else. That LOT. If you don't like them that much,
means you get one extra party! The SBA then you may be causing unneeded drama
plans a great event for you all after your and you'll still have to see them every day
last exam, so make sure you have lots of for the next three years. It can work out
energy, a killer outfit (complete with your amicably after a breakup, but that requires
drinking shoes), and a flight home that a lot of maturity on both your parts. I
leaves some time after noon the next day. would say take it slow and try to not in
Finals are not the end of the world, just volve other people in law school in your
the end of the semester. You will all do law school relationship." Mueller said that
great. Good luck!
people should avoid dating law students
altogether or establish boundaries at the
outset of the relationship to "minimize the
awkwardness if things go sour."
Of course, every so often, there are
the afternoon, which makes this easier. It
the
law
couples that make it work. Over
is also possible to obtain credits at other
the
summer,
Wolcott asked McGough
law schools nearby - further expanding
to
marry
him.
When asked about their
the evening class offerings. Check with
future,
Wolcott
said,
"I think I'll keep her
the Records Office for details, but note
around
for...as
long
as
we both live."
that the class must not be available in the
McGough
retorted,
"Let me check
next year at GWU to be able to get credit.
my
calendar..."
There are many interesting seminars avail
"Check your hand," Wolcott re
able at Georgetown and GMU (the major
sponded.
ity of these are available from 5:45 pm -7
"Oh! Look at that. An engagement
pm) that may be worth considering.
ring,"
McGough said jokingly. "OK
Flexibility, time management, and
yeah...forever
works for me. Damn that
negotiations are three of the critical skills
thing
is
shiny..."
that law students develop in the classroom
but certainly enhance as we work with our
school and employers to make the most
of our law school education.

De Novo from page 8.

Time from page 7.
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Bar Brief:
Ibiza
BY SET SAMII AND LISA STRAUSS

Columnists

Trust Us, We 're Experts
We promise to tell the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth.
As future members of the DC Lawyers
Assistance Program, we are proud to
present a bi-weekly run-down of DC
hotspots. Now that the school year is
officially in action, we are well aware
that you are too busy to even attempt
to plan your own social life. Luckily for
you, we're here to serve as your personal
party planners. This week we're doing a
review of the annual Halloween Party,
held at Ibiza on October 29th.
Before getting into this review,
we'd like to introduce ourselves to the
new batch of lLs at GW Law (everyone
else, you, unfortunately, know us by
now). Set is a recent graduate of GW
undergrad (no she did not wear tights,
an oversized white t-shirt, big black
sunglasses, or carry a $5K bag...) and
DC's very own former bar wench. You
will likely meet her soon as she will
probably harass you at Bar Review,
which she is now partially in charge
of organizing (suggestions welcome!).
Lisa, a Chicago/Philadelphia-import,
is thrilled to be able to use her nowdwindling batch of loan money to buy
drinks, not books.
Halloween Party at Ibiza
Case: Review of Ibiza, the site of
this year's infamous Halloween Party.
We were VERY skeptical of the venue
selection. Located in Northeast, Ibiza
is a huge club that neither of us had
ventured to before. But, what Bar Brief
writers would we be if we let location
get in the way of our reporting.
Facts: Ibiza is a large club that
opened a few years ago to cater to the
more serious club-goers in DC. Because
neither of us are serious club-goers, we
had to rely on several of our friends
descriptions of Ibiza. Given what we
had heard, we were not surprised to see
a long line and serious security when
we arrived in our clown-car packed

taxi the night of the party (hey, a cab
ride to Northeast is expensive). The line
moved fairly quickly considering the
frisking that was taking place. Luckily
we had no packs of gum or carabiners
to confiscate and were able to get our
cane and fake hair bow in without any
trouble. The entrance to the party con
sisted of a large lounge area with two
huge bars and a buffet of assorted food.
We quickly scarfed down a few finger
foods, procured several drinks, and then
made our way to the enormous dance
floor. We were surprised to see even
more bars, a sweet VIP lounge, and
a balcony bar overlooking the entire
party. There was even a large rooftop
bar area equipped with cabanas for
those looking to cool off or take in a
quick smoke.
Issue: In the spirit of upcoming fi
nals, we're going to outline the issues.
I. Food
a. Quantity
i. We know that over 200 tickets
were sold on the day of the party, but
there was not nearly enough food. It
should be expected by now that over 600
(hungry!) people typically attend this
party each year and securing enough
food should be a priority (especially
with all the drinking that goes on).
ii. Furthermore, why was any
remaining food taken away by 10:00?
As poor law school students, we are
more than happy to scavenge, and after
downing 10 drinks and dancing our
butts off, nothing says happiness like
room temperature chicken fingers.
b. Quality
i. Speaking of chicken fingers,
why were they reminiscent of fish
sticks? And what was that mush inside
those mini-burritos? It should not be
the case that the best food we had all
night came from the leftover purse of
the Hamburgler (mmm....cold double
cheeseburgers. Q.

II. Cabs
a. Where were they?
i. We were told that a long line
of cabs would be waiting for us at the
end of the night. Yet, upon leaving
the club at various times (post mid
night), there were no cabs to be seen.
In fact, Lisa made her way home in
what can only be described as a minivan driven by two Good Samaritans
looking to make a quick 20 bucks.
ii. Set wasn't so lucky. After
waiting for at least 45 minutes, she
was finally able to hail an unmarked
vehicle risking life and limb to make
it home.
Holding: Awesome venue. The
space was huge and conducive to both
dancing and socializing. We were
happy to see that everyone took our
orders seriously and dressed to the
nines. We were especially impressed
by, in no particular order, the Pinata,
Kenneth the Page, Pootie Tang, the
pack of multi-colored highlighters,
the swimmer getting eaten by a shark,
the 400 Waldos, and our favorite
Communist dictator, Kim Jong II.
The DJ blasted our favorite tunes all
night and minus the fact that shots
weren't allowed, the. bartenders ably
handled the crowds and quickly
dished out drinks. Our favorite part
of the venue was the rooftop, which
also had a fully-stocked bar and great
views of the city.
Rule: Despite our gripes about
the food and the cabs, and our initial
hesitation about the location, we
were more than pleased with this
year's Halloween Party. It seemed like
everyone else was also having a good
time and this venue is surely a frontrunner for next year's party.
Since this is the last issue of
the semester, we would like to wish
everyone good luck on their finals.
See you kids in the new year!

on moot court. He's slumming it with
me." Although said in her light-hearted
joking style, Cassidy made a good point
in having a partner whose strengths you
can appreciate and play off.
"Be prepared to pick up the slack."
When asked what they would do if their
partner was...less than adequate, nearly
all students replied that they would step
up and do more work. In a sense, skills
competitions are like marriages, in that
getting out of the relationship is tough.
If your spouse sucks and you want out,
divorces are messy, financially draining,
and emotionally exhausting. If your
skills partner sucks and you want out,
you can't; dropping a skills competition
is almost impossible barring some major
event or life change. So, if you want it
more, then you have to be willing to "do
more work and take more for the team."
Carter says.
These tips can be quite helpful for
finding "the one", be it for a skills com
petition or for life. For those looking for
either, it's good to look for someone you
trust; someone with a good work ethic;
someone whose capabilities you trust; and
hopefully someone good looking. (Wink,
wink.) The good thing is, skills competi
tions only last a semester; versus the rest
of your life, so don't worry if you don't
get it right the first time. The important
thing is to do your best, and hopefully
come out of it a better competitor, and a
better friend.

Season from page 3.
rather than enjoying the free time. But

I think it's important to try. Even if
you don't have classes together, study
with friends. Put some hot chocolate
on the stove and play some music
while you're slogging through your
outline. Take a break and grab ABP
or a beer, see the occasional movie
while flipping through flash cards in
fine. In other words, take a little time
every day during the exam period and
think about something that has abso
lutely nothing to do with exams
In the end, it may all be for
naught - another holiday season
passes me by while I'm frantically
cramming four months of Govern
ment Contracts into my head. Focusing on what I should be doing, what
I could be doing. But, as a 3L, I like
to think that I've learned something
at least - that there are only so many
hours in the day. You do the best you
can with what you have. And, if you
get the chance - have a Christmas
cookie, light a candle, laugh with
friends, phone your mom, enjoy
the cold winter wind - even for that
brief moment, it's worth it. Savor the
season however you can. That's what
it's there for.
The staff of Nota Bene hopes
that you have a safe and happy winter
break - see you all next semester!

Sips from page 10.
bottle of wine with family—or future
roommates, first loves, hot Spanish
women, or friends—isn't nice, I don't
know what is.
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ARIES (MARCH 21—APRIL 19)

POCKET

TAURUS (APRIL. 20—MAY 20)

law school i

Despite your persistent arguments, your girlfriend remains unconvinced
that Klingon is the language of love.

nts

You will b e reunited with a lost love this week. Best to make this week
"shower week."

GEMINI (MAY 21—JUNE 21)

CANCER (JUNE 22—JULY 22)

Wednesday November 11

Your condition is best explained by that radioactive can of spam you ate
last month.

Cohen & Cohen Finals; Reception to follow.
10:00-1:00PM, Moot Courtroom

EEO (JULY 23—AUG. 22)
Although you believe the world cannot wait to see you naked, it can. In
definitely.

Thursday November 12
How to Make the Most of Your Winter Break
Learn how to maximize your free time for your job search
over your winter break!
Who should attend?
lLs who want to get a jump start on their job search.
2Ls & 3Ls seeking guidance about the next step in their job
search.
12:00-1:00PM, L201

VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEPT. 22)
Wait all you want—you are not going to be invited to a White House din
-ner with President Ronald Reagan.

LIBRA (SEPT. 23—OCT. 23)
No, knowing the entire dance to Michael Jackson's Beat It doesn't make
you cool... just weird.

SCORPIO (OCT. 24—NOV. 21)
Knowing all the lyrics to all of Rhianna's songs is one of your greatest
abilities. Put it on your resume, see what happens.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22—DEC. 21)

IP Benefactor Luncheon
Microsoft Corporation
1:30-3:00PM, SCC

The truth will not set you free this week, but the Humane Society might.

CAPRICORN (DEC. 22—JAN. 19)
Venus is in the second house of Mercury. Try your luck at the craps table.

Monday November 16

Women in the Round Networking Reception
Please join female law practitioners from the D.C. metropoli
tan area as they share their experiences as women in the prac
tice of law. Light refreshments will be served as part of the
reception. Business attire is preferred.
6:00-9:00PM, SCC

LCMI School fbHie&
Naurs u pon hou rs,
in th e library
W»4 p «]f eW...r^hH

You will recover from the swine flu, but your case of the dumbass virus
remains incurable.

AQUARIUS (JAN. 20—FEB. 18)
Omg, wtf? Btw, ur bff chtz. Totes. Def. Awes.

PISCES (FEB. 19—MARCH 20)
This might be a good time to refer to your roommate as "Watson" and say
things like "The game's afoot."
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Happy Holidays
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This is our last issue of
the fall semester;
See you all in 2010!
t• »

Have a safe and fun
winter break!

